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Abstract
Electrical resistivity survey was carried out on three survey lines for mapping faults in Kyungju
City, Korea. This area is where the largest earthquake occurred on September 12, 2016, recorded on the
Korean Peninsula. Verification by electrode array combinations (alpha : outmost current poles, beta :
separation between current poles and potential poles, gamma : crossing in current pole and potential
poles) was performed to check the quality of the acquired data. Each survey line of length, 4 km consists
of selectable electrodes spaced 100 m apart and the survey using the line is expected to show the
resistivity structure for the depth of more than 1 km. Inversions using data from combination arrays and
using data from separate arrays were performed. The inversion results using data from the combination
arrays show nearly vertical resistivity boundaries, which are believed to be associated with the faulted
structures in the study area. Although there are some differences in inversion results according to the
kind of arrays in the survey, the overall underground resistivity distribution shows a similar pattern.
Also three dimensional inversions were performed by the method developed by Kim et al. (2016) in
order to compensate for crooked line effects caused by the failure to maintain the survey line in a
straight line. The three dimensional inversion results also show nearly vertical resistivity boundaries
similar to the conventional two dimensional inversions. This indicates that the survey results reveal very
well overall underground resistivity structure of inferred faults in the study area.
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